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Safari Pro Redefines The Concept Of Safety With

Innovation And Advanced Technology!

Safari Pro is a leading manufacturer of

safety shoes in India. They are well-known

for providing the best quality, affordable

safety footwear to their clients.

NOIDA, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA, July 22,

2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Safari Pro,

one of the most prestigious safety

shoe manufacturers in Kanpur, India, is

very excited to announce its newly

launched safety footwear range. Their

new collection is designed in a way that

not only provides superior protection

to the workers but is highly durable as

well as comfortable. Their safety

footwear are perfect for people who

work under demanding conditions. By

launching their new collection, Safari

Pro has once again proved that they

are committed towards providing

safety to the industrial workers, further

ensuring their well-being. 

Any safety shoe manufacturer will be able to establish its brand in the market and achieve long

term success only when it understands the concept of safety and makes it a priority as well. 

Safari Pro understood the fact that safety is the supreme aspect that should be focused on. They

adopted the same in their manufacturing techniques to further create safety footwear that is

dedicated to providing maximum protection in tough workplace conditions. From composite toe

protection and slip resistant soles to electrical hazard protection and puncture resistant

midsoles, their safety shoes for industrial workers contain all these mentioned safety features.

Well, this is the main reason they managed to acquire the position of leading safety shoes

manufacturer in Delhi. 

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://safaripro.in/
https://safaripro.in/safety-shoes-manufacturer-in-delhi/
https://safaripro.in/safety-shoes-manufacturer-in-delhi/


Safari Pro Adopts Advanced Technology To Transform

Their Safety Shoes!

There are various other aspects that

should be considered by a safety shoes

manufacturer in Kanpur while

manufacturing the required products.

Comfort is undoubtedly one of those

aspects. The manufacturing team at

Safari Pro understands that industrial

workers usually keep standing all day

long. They stay on their feet for

extended periods and very rarely get a

sitting job or resting time. In this case,

their comfort cannot be compromised.

Safari Pro ensures that their safety

footwear is highly comfortable. To

accomplish the same, they employ an

ergonomic design that supports the

foot movement of the workers while

reducing fatigue and increasing

productivity as well. They also make

use of breathable materials that keep

the feet cool and dry. This further helps in preventing discomfort, while ensuring foot health. In

addition, they add cushioned insoles to their safety shoes. Doing this not only helps with shock

absorption but also provides superior comfort, ensuring that workers perform their best even in

After a lot of research and

trials, Safari Pro is all set to

provide its clients with the

best industrial safety shoes

that will ensure complete

protection to workers along

with the required comfort.”

DEV MASAND, Founder of

Safari Pro

the most demanding work conditions. 

It isn’t easy to become the best safety shoes manufacturer

in Kanpur. Safari Pro was able to acquire this position

through consistent dedication and hard work. In addition,

they made sure that the concept of safety was not at all

compromised and kept above everything. They employed

all the necessary steps and resources to develop the safest

product for industrial workers. A secure, comfortable,

reliable, and durable product, this is all an industrial

worker wants. After all, their main aim to wear safety

footwear is to protect their feet from any type of damage

while also keeping them healthy. And clearly, Safari Pro managed to gain their trust by satisfying

all the needs, wants, and expectations of workers. 

Do you know what makes Safari Pro different from other safety shoe manufacturers present in

the market? Well, apart from their product quality and reliability, they are also committed to the

https://safaripro.in/safety-shoes-manufacturer-in-kanpur/
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With Innovation And Technology, Safari Pro Expands

Their Safety Shoes Business!

environment. To promote the concept

of environmental sustainability, they

manufacture their safety shoes using

biodegradable material and other

things that cause any harm to the

environment. In addition, they employ

an environmentally friendly process of

manufacturing their safety footwear

that does not cause any type of

pollution. 

Apart from their environmentally

friendly way of manufacturing, Safari

Pro pays great attention to the quality

of their products by selecting the best

materials. Also, they aim at longevity

while designing their products. This

further ensures that their safety shoes

are durable, preventing the workers

from replacing their existing products

and buying new ones. Hence, this

directly helps them minimize the

environmental impact. 

The safety shoes manufactured at Safari Pro are appropriately tested and tried before being

supplied to the clients. The feedback that we receive from our customers is positively

overwhelming. 

The founder of Safari Pro, Dev Masand, once shared that “one of our customers from Delhi

placed a bulk order of 500 pairs of safety shoes for all their industrial workers. Two months after

receiving the order, our client sent us an email thanking our team for providing them with the

best safety footwear. They even said that our safety shoes are safe, comfy, reliable, and perfectly

aligned with their actual needs. Also, the best part was that our Delhi client even recommended

our company to other professional companies that further became our clients.”

We take pride in announcing that Safari Pro is not just any other safety shoes manufacturing

company. Instead, they aim to partner with their clients and make their workplace safe for their

workers. Their newly launched products are made by employing the latest technology, high

quality and environmentally friendly materials, extreme precision, and other best practices. All

this is a clear indication of their dedication towards protecting the hard working industrial

workers. They look forward to providing excellent, innovative, and reliable services to their

customers in the near future. 



About the company

Safari Pro was established in 1998 by Dev Masand. Since then, till now, the company has

maintained its position as the leading manufacturer of safety shoes all over India. With the aim

of providing their clients with the top quality safety footwear, Safari Pro is constantly making

required changes, improving and learning from their mistakes, and adapting to the latest

technology. In addition, the best part about their business is that they do not ignore the concept

of sustainability. Apart from prioritizing safety, they are concerned about the environment as

well.

Dev Masand

Safari Pro

+91 99908 48984

dev02in@gmail.com
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